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'This

Abstract

paper is concerned with obtaining a stereo
display of a panoramic scene- It uses a iovel non_
frontal camera whose image plane is not perpen_
dicular to the optical axis as is strndarJ. ihis
special imaging geometry eliminates the usual focusing need of image plane movement while pan_
uing the camera to view panoramic scenes.Cam_
era_movement thus integrates panning, focusing
and range estimation. A focused imaqe of thI
large scene is then combined wiih the ianse information to obtain a stereo display. Some rlults
in obtaitring a stereodisplay of a panoramrcscene
are also shown.
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Introduction

This paper describes a method for obtainine a
stereo display from a monocular imuge sequeic"
of a scene obtained using a novel non_irontal
camera. The siereo display is generated from
tloC: *q reflecrance (image intensity) estimates
or polnls rtr large scenesobtained by the camera.
Large scenes are defined ils scenes that are deeo
and wide (panoramic). To image
sceoes, a
"uch
standard camera will have to be panned
in order
to image all objects/surfaces of interest and focused for each pan angle in order to obtain sharo
images. Tbis paper first desoibes the motivation
behind tbe non-frontal camera, and then presents
an algoritbm to obtain a focused image oi a large
scene. Section 4 outlines a method to estimaie
the range of scene points and Section b discusses
combining range and intensity estimates to syn_
thesrze a stereo disolav.

points on the s6rI5q1plane lie at a fixed
distance
(u) from the lens. So all scene points are
always
, imaged with a fixed value of o, regardless of wheie
on the eensor plane they are imq.ged, i.e., regard_
less ofthe camera pan angle. If we instead hive
a
sensor surface such that the ditrerent sensor
sur_
face points are at different distances from the lens,
. then depending upon where on the sensor surface
the image ofa scenepoint is formed (i.e-, depending on tbe camera pan angle and the location
of
the.object), the imaging parameter o will assume
dltterent values. Sc for fixed scene points,
the ?
value for that scenepoint will vary as a function
of ihe pan angle. This means thaf by controlling
just the pan angle, we could
u"hi"u" both gorG
of the traditional mechanical movements, namely,
ihai of changing u values as well as that of scan_
ning the visual field, in an iotegrated way
[b].
Since in common cameras and lens assemblies,
change-of focus (z) is usually done by eith.er
a
manual control or a mechanical controi of the
fo_
cus ring- in the lens system, integration of panning rrith focusing leads to increased operational
speed. F\rrther, when the image sensor plane
is
displaced within the lens system of a siandard
camera, some elements may undergo translational
motion or a screw type rotational motion rvith
the
final efeit being thdt the.distance of the sensor
plane (fixed to the camera) from the
lens center
may change- Thus focusing action in standard
camefas can sometimes also have the side
effect
of changing the distance ofthe viewed object from
the lens center which is avoided by the above
in_
tesration.
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Obtaining Focused fmages.

Obtaio ing focusedimagesofeven one frame
is dif_
ncult when the visibleobject points lie at different
oeptns trom the camera. For a given positidn
of
Thefollowing
observarions
underlie
theproposed
.
t,hesensor plane from tbe lens, only parts
of
the
non-ftontal camera. In a normal camera, all
scenethat lie within the deplh of field will
appear
tn sharp- focus. One way l,o compose a
locused
o"rJ5iH"i::."t*'"\:"T.T'ii*i:."*Foun.arionand
underSrant
a scene with objects at different depths
lmage^ot
IRI-89-02?28
is grarefullyu"tr,o;t"l?#uo"t
rs ro nrst obtatn a series of images,
l,aken wit,h

different sensor plane positions (different values
of o). Each image can be analyzed to determine
sharply focused regions, and then the focused regions from each image can be put together to obtain a final focused image ofthe scene
[11, 4]. For
scenes that are wider than the field-of-view of a
camera, image sequences will have to be taken
with varying values of u for every pan angle until
all parts of the scene are covered. A non-frontal
camera simplifies this process considerably
[6].
Consider a non-frontal camera with a sensor Dlane
that is not perpendicular to the oprical a-ris.This
causes diffetent sensor pixels to be at diferent
distances from the lens. The non-frontal camera will image with sharp focus a volume of object space that is also tilted with respect to the
optical axis. So in any one image frame, there
will be scene points in sharp focus that are at
different depths fiom the camera. If the entire
camera is now rotated in small steps about a vertical axis through the lens center, then the entire scene will be sequentially imaged by a plurality of frames. By choosing the angle of rotation corresponding to each frame to be sufficiently
small, each scene point will be imaged in multiple
frames, but by different sensor elements (at differenl,Iocal,ionson the sensorplane) in diflerent
frames. Since the sensor elements are located at
different distances from the lens center, the scene
point will therefore be imaged with difierent levels of blur, the sharpest,focus image occurring for
some camera rotation, and progressively blurred
images as the camera rotates further awav. To
determine wheq a scene point has been imaged
wiih sbarp focus, standard focus criterion functions that estimate the high frequency conrenr
can be used [3, 72, 7, lB, 9].

Algorithu
Let the image plane have N x N
pixels and let the focus map be a large array of
size N x sN, where s >= 1 is a number that depends on how wide a scene is to be imased. The
ftth image frame is represenr,edby I ani the desired, cumulative, focused image is represented by
.R. Every element in the focus array is a structure that contains the focus criterion values for
different image indices, i.e., for different pan an_
gles. When the stored criterion value shows a
maximum, then the index corresponding to the
maximum can be used to determine the focused
image for that scene point. Let the catnera start
from one side of the scene and pan to the other
side. Figure 1(a) illustrates the geometrical relationships between successivepan angles, pixels
of the images obtained, and the focus arrav elements.
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Range Estimation

Range from focus algorithms use the lens law to
determine the depth when the sharp image location and focal length are known
[10, 1, 2, g]. For
i,he non-frontal camera, the sensor element tt lens
distance varies across the sensor elements.
The same image sequence as used to compose the
focusedpanoramic image (Sec 3) can be used to
determine the depth map [b]. As the sensorplane
tilI remainscotrstanl [hroughout the camera pan,
the distance from the lens to the ditrerent pixei
elements also remains a constant- The sensor element to leDsdistalce associated with the sharpest
image of a point yields the depth of the scene
point using the lens law. A simple calibration
procedure can thus create a look-up table relating
row and colurrur numbers of the sensor elements
yielding sharpest focus to range values.

5

Stereo Display

The algorithms outlined in Sections 2 and 3 yield
two types of information about the points in the
scene:
o The pixel intensity of the object point, as ii
would appear in a sharply focused image.
o The 3D location of the object point.
These two separate attributes ca,n be combined
irt a straightforward manner by creating a stereo
display. Each of the stereo images generated
contains scene points at the image locations de_
termined by their 3D location (estimated during panning) and intensity values taken from the
sharpest focused image (estirnated during panning). Figure 1(b) shows the data flow diagram.

5.1

Implementation

and Results

The stereo display was created and observed us_
ing the library routines on a Silicon-Graphics ma_
chine. The inputs are the arrays that contain
range information (and thus 3D locations) and in_
tensity information for the scenepoints at the cor_
responding image locations. Stereo disparity val_
ues are compured lor a given pair of viewpoints.
Figure 2(a) shows the range disparity values for
one rmage sequence add Figure 2(b) shows the
computed focused image. The scene consists of,.
from left to right, a planar surface (range - 73
in), part of the background curtain (iange = 182
in),_a planar surface (range = b4in) and a planar
surface (range = 38 in).
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(a) Panring camera, focus array, and the images
oDtalned at successrvepan angles.
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(b) Data flow Diagram
Figure I: (a) Each focus array element is associated
wrth multrple criterion function valueswhich are com_
puted from different overlapping views. The maximum ot lhe vatues rn any radial direct,ionis the one
nnally setectedlor the corresponding focus array el_
ement. to compure the image intensity value in t hat
drrection, (b) Daraflow diagram to compute the stereo
o lsplay.
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(a) Range Disparity values

(b) FocusedImage
Figure 2: {a).Range.disparities and (b) Focused.image.The furlher away a surface is from the camera, the
smaller is_its height in the ra.ngedisparity map shown above. Parts of the scene for which
r.ng; v.tues
not be calculated (due to lack of sufficienf texture) are shown blank. The corresponding i""u"e
"ould
i-ug" ir.lro
shown,

